In order to study the effect of internal dynamics on the accuracy of NMR structures in detail, we generated NOE distance data from a long molecular dynamics trajectory of BPTI. Cross-relaxation rates were calculated from the trajectory by analysis of the appropriate proton-proton vector autocorrelation functions. A criterion for the convergence of correlation functions was developed, and the analysis was restricted to those correlation functions that had converged within the simulation time. Effective distances were determined from the calculated cross-relaxation rates. Internal dynamics affected the derived distances in a realistic way, since they were subject both to radial averaging (which increases the crossrelaxation rate) and angular averaging (which decreases the cross-relaxation rate). The comparison of the effective distances with average distance between the protons during the trajectory showed that for most the effects of angular and distance averaging essentially cancel out. For these distances, the effective distance derived from an NOE is therefore a very good estimate of the average distance, or the distance in the average structure. However, for about 10 % of the distances, the effective distance was more than 10 % larger than the average distance, while for about 5 %, it was more than 10 % smaller, in some cases by more than 2 A Ê . Little correlation is observed between the effects on cross-relaxation rates to different protons of the same residue. The results of this analysis have implications for the way structures are calculated from NOE distance data. For many distances, the assumption of a rigid structure is valid, and large error bounds would result in the loss of too much information content. On the other hand, the error bounds very often employed are not wide enough for some of the effects seen in our study.
Introduction
NOE cross-relaxation rates are sensitive to both molecular structure and dynamics. Models ®tted to NOE data should therefore ideally represent the structure and the dynamics of the molecule. Internal dynamics of proteins has proven one of the more dif®cult problems in the interpretation of inter-proton NOEs in terms of distances, and has been the focus of several studies using molecular dynamics (MD) (Olejniczak et al., 1984; LeMaster et al., 1988; Post, 1992; Bru È schweiler et al., 1992; Palmer & Case, 1992; Abseher et al., 1995) . Calculations of NMR relaxation parameters from MD simulations and comparison with NMR experiment have a long history (e.g. see Chandrasekhar et al., 1992; Philippopoulos et al., 1997) . In short, internal dynamics may lead to an under-or over-estimation of the inter-proton distance, depending on the predominance of radial or angular averaging, respectively. In deriving three-dimensional structures from NOE distance data, an underestimation of distances is more problematic, since it can lead to mutually inconsistent distance restraints. Hence, internal dynamics can be viewed as a source of noise in the data. In most cases, the measured cross-relaxation rates are therefore translated into estimates for distances between atoms, and all sources of imprecision in the data are treated by generously set error bounds (see , for a recent review). Approximately, structure ensembles calculated with generous error bounds may represent the dynamic behaviour of the molecule well (Bru È nger, 1997; Abseher et al., 1998) . Several model studies investigated the effect of noise on the derived NMR structures (e.g. Clore et al., 1993; Zhao & Jardetzky, 1994) .
Various methods have been suggested for directly treating internal dynamics in the structure re®nement (Kim & Prestegard, 1989; Koning et al., 1990; Torda et al., 1989; Pearlman & Kollman, 1991; Withka et al., 1992; Kemmink & Scheek, 1995; Bonvin & Bru È nger, 1995a) . While these studies established the potential power of ®tting averages over structure ensembles or trajectories to the data, they have either not been rigorously tested in a realistic model system, or the model studies contained tacit assumptions about the system or the data quality that make it dif®cult to judge the general implications. It is noteworthy that a decade after the introduction of the ®rst of these methods, the large majority of structures is still determined with standard distance restraints. It is one aim of the present study to construct a realistic and consistent model system that we will use to develop and rigorously check re®nement algorithms, similar in spirit to a study performed more than ten years ago in X-ray crystallography (Kuriyan et al., 1986) . MD is the method of choice to generate model data, since NMR parameters can be directly calculated with few approximations from the time course of atomic positions generated by an MD simulation. MD has been used in some studies to derive model data in a more qualitative way (Pearlman & Kollman, 1991; Bonvin & Bru È nger, 1995a) . The MD trajectory provides the ultimate reference``structure'' to which the result of a structure determination, employing the simulated NOE data, can be compared.
We studied a small stable protein (Bovine Pancreatic Trypsin Inhibitor, BPTI) for which an MD trajectory in vacuo with an implicit solvent model can produce satisfactory results (Loncharich & Brooks, 1989; Steinbach & Brooks, 1994; van Aalten et al., 1995; Abseher et al., 1998) . We chose a simulation in vacuo, since for our study the length of the trajectory was more important than to use a truly state-of-the-art simulation method. NOEs were extracted from the trajectory by calculating spectral densities from vector autocorrelation functions. This introduces only minimal approximations; in particular, no type of averaging needs to be explicitly assumed. For many inter-proton vectors, the dynamics is too slow to be sampled properly even in a 6.6 ns trajectory. We developed a heuristic criterion to determine a convergence length for each correlation function. The criterion limited the maximum internal correlation time to roughly 10 % of the simulation time. This criterion also identi®ed almost half of the correlation functions as non-converged. One can estimate a cross-relaxation rate for the non-converged correlation functions by assuming slow dynamics with hr À6 i À1/6 averages, to obtain an estimate for every single cross-relaxation rate in the molecule (Chalaoux et al., 1998) . However, here, we restricted the analysis to the converged correlation functions.
Here we describe the MD trajectory and give a detailed analysis of the distances extracted from the correlation function analysis. We show that the calculated cross-relaxation rates are self-consistent in the framework of the model-free approach put forward by . For many proton pairs we found that the distance derived from the cross-relaxation rate is close to the average distance; that is, distance and angular averaging effects approximately cancel out (e.g. LeMaster et al., 1988) . Around 14 % of the distances, however, deviate by more than 10 %, some by more than 2 A Ê . We discuss simple approaches to correct the extracted distances for internal dynamics.
Theory
The theory relating relaxation rates accessible by NOE experiments to correlation functions describing molecular motions has been reviewed in several publications (LeMaster et al., 1988; Bru È schweiler et al., 1992; Post, 1992) . We follow closely Bru È schweiler et al. (1992) ; we brie¯y present some equations in the following, mostly to explain where our calculation method deviated from previous papers, and to introduce the notation.
The main quantity derived in 2D NOE experiments is the cross-relaxation rate s ij describing the rate at which magnetization is transferred between spins i and j via dipolar coupling:
with the Larmor frequency o and the gyromagnetic ratio g of protons. The spectral densities J ij (o) characterize the modulation of dipolar coupling between nuclei with time, caused by the¯uctu-ations of the internuclear vectorr ij relative to the external magnetic ®eld. The spectral densities J ij (o) are given as Fourier cosine transforms of correlation functions C ij (t):
Assuming that internal motions are uncorrelated with overall tumbling, and that overall tumbling is isotropic, the correlation function can be comple-tely factorized into contributions arising either from overall tumbling (C O (t)) or from internal motions (C I (t)) (Hubbard, 1970; Tropp, 1980) . C O (t) is a simple exponential decay, and C I (t) can be simpli®ed with help of the addition theorem for spherical harmonics (Wallach, 1967) :
is the unit vector in the direction of the interproton vector, measured in the diffusion frame rigidly attached to the protein. P 2 is the second order Legendre polynomial P 2 (x) (3x 2 À 1)/2. In the framework of the``model free approach'' ) the internal correlation function is approximated by a three-parameter model (two parameters in the case of constant distances) involving a single exponential that decays to a constant value:
where the order parameter S 2 (0 4 S 2 4 1) describes the degree of order in the motion of the inter-proton vector, and t e is a time constant describing the effective decay of the correlation function. The normalization constant can be chosen arbitrarily and is here set to hr À6 i for convenience. This model together with the assumption of isotropic rotational motion gives a four-parameter model for the overall correlation function:
The spectral density for a correlation function of this type is:
The angled brackets in the equations denote ensemble averages. Here, we mark quantities calculated from time-averages over the MD trajectory by $ to distinguish them from the theoretical quantities.
Results and Discussion

Molecular dynamics simulation
The overall fold of BPTI as found in all three crystal forms (I, Marquart et al., 1983; II, Wlodawer et al., 1984; III, Wlodawer et al., 1987) and in the solution structure (Berndt et al., 1993 ) is shown in Figure 1 . The N-terminal 3 10 helix extending from residue 2 to 7 is followed by a stretch of random coil comprising residues 8 to 17 containing thè`a ctive site'' residue Lys15 (Figure 2 ). Residues 18 to 24 and 29 to 35 form the two strands of a b-hairpin. The part of polypeptide backbone connecting the b-hairpin with the C-terminal a-helix (residues 48 to 55) is attached to the the ®rst strand of the b-hairpin by an isolated b-bridge between Phe45N and Tyr21O. The whole structure is reinforced by three disulphide bridges (5-55, 14-38 and 30-51) . The three C-terminal residues Gly-Gly-Ala have been found in a variety of conformations in different structural studies (Berndt et al., 1993; Wlodawer et al., 1987) .
The root mean square (RMS) deviation from the starting structure for all non-hydrogen atoms reaches a constant value of ca. 2.9 A Ê after 2 ns, a value only a little larger than in a previous much shorter in vacuo simulation of BPTI (Levitt & Sharon, 1988) . The mean deviation for N-C a -C atoms plateaus at ca. 1.6 A Ê (see Figure 3) .
To assess whether the protein remains intact during the simulation the secondary structure was checked at regular time intervals using the program PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993; Figure 4) . The secondary structure present in the starting structure is mostly preserved during the entire simulation. Apart from breakage and reformation of hydrogen bonds involving residues on the edges of secondary structure elements and¯uc-tuations in the C-terminal helix three main events were observed. The N-terminal a-helix vanishes during the equilibration phase and is immediately restored within the ®rst nanosecond of the simulation. At %3 ns, one turn of 3 10 helix is formed in the turn region of the b-hairpin for a short period of time. This region shows substantial differences in different crystal forms (Wlodawer et al., 1987) and has been recognized as¯exible in normal mode calculations (Bru È schweiler, 1992). At %4 ns, Dynamics and Structure Accuracy the isolated b-bridge at residue Phe45 expands by two more hydrogen bonds forming a short piece of b-strand adjacent to the ®rst strand of the b-hairpin. Around 5 ns residues Phe33 and Val34 bulge out of the surface of the protein, interrupting both strands of the b-hairpin for a short period of time.
The RMS¯uctuations for C a atoms around the average structure of the simulation are consistently larger than the average RMSD around the average structure found for the 20 conformers used to represent the NMR solution structure (Berndt et al., 1993) , with the exception of N terminus and C terminus, which are better de®ned in the simulation than in the NMR-structure ( Figure 5 ). The locations of increased motion show qualitative agreement. Pro9 and Tyr10 are solvent-exposed and located in a region where the mean NMR structure and the crystal structures exhibit substantial differences (Berndt et al., 1993) . The large RMS¯uctuation of Phe33,Val34,Tyr35 is due to a bulging of the region away from the protein surface and probably is an artifact due to the missing solvent.
Rotational diffusion
Three separate correlation functions for overall tumbling were calculated for x, y, and z directions. Inspection of the three correlation functions for rotational diffusion on the interval te [0, 1000 ps], and the characteristic times for rotation ( Figure 6 ) showed an approximate isotropy of motion. A mean correlation function was calculated by averaging.
The mean value of the characteristic times corresponds directly to the correlation time for rotational diffusion determined experimentally by NMR methods. Based on the experimentally determined value of 2.0(AE0.5) ns obtained at 36 C (Szyperski et al., 1993 ) the value of the rotational diffusion time at 300 K can be calculated to be 2.5(AE0.6) ns, if one takes into account the different viscosity of water at different temperatures (Cantor & Schimmel, 1980; Weast & Astle, 1983) . While the mean correlation time of %1.4 ns observed in the trajectory is smaller than the experimental value, similar behaviour has been observed in other studies using MD in solvent (Ahlstro È m et al., 1989; Bru È schweiler et al., 1992; Smith & van Gunsteren, 1994) , and in our case may be partly explained by the missing hydration shell. Solvation effects were included in our simulation via the friction and sto- (Kabsch & Sander, 1983) of the crystal structure 4PTI and of the structure at different stages of the molecular dynamics simulation. Plots were obtained with PRO-CHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993) . chastic force terms in the Langevin equation, which mimic mechanic effects of an explicit solvent (see Methods). Experimentally determined correlation times for rotational diffusion vary strongly with concentration (Wu È thrich & Baumann, 1976; Richarz et al., 1980) . The assumption of in®nite dilution in the MD trajectories will therefore also contribute to the observed discrepancy.
The calculated correlation function for rotational diffusion was only employed to extract the internal part of the total correlation function. For calculation of cross-relaxation rates the experimental value of t R 2.5 ns was used.
Selection of proton pairs
To guarantee that all proton pairs that give an NOE-derived distance of less than 4.5 A Ê were included, the analysis comprised 2779 nonmethyl proton pairs satisfying the condition hr À6 i À1/6 4 4.5 A Ê , a cutoff close to the maximum distance commonly observed in NOE experiments. Interactions involving methyl groups were taken into account if at least one of the methyl hydrogen atoms ful®lled the criterion given above. Each methyl group was then represented by a pseudoatom located at the centre of mass of its hydrogen atoms. This gave an additional number of 367 NOE pairs, increasing the overall number of considered interactions to 3146.
Convergence of internal correlation functions
Despite the length of the trajectory, there are types of motions which were not suf®ciently explored to lead to a reliable estimate of a correlation function. A convergence time t conv (the maximum time for which a correlation function was reliable) was estimated by comparison of two correlation functions calculated from the entire trajectory and a sub-trajectory (see Methods). All correlation functions with t conv 4 10 ps were discarded. This restricted further analysis to 1686 correlation functions.
For analysis of the convergence behaviour, the complete set of inter-proton vectors was divided into nine groups. Proton pairs with ®xed internuclear distance were collected into one group, pairs with varying distance were categorized into intraand inter-residue. The latter groups were further subdivided depending on the local environment of the protons involved:``bb-bb'', both protons bound to the polypeptide backbone;``bb-sc'', one proton bound to the backbone, the other belonging to a side-chain;``sc-sc'', both protons belonging to a side-chain;``met'' stands for pairs where at least one partner belongs to a methyl group.
All correlation functions calculated for proton pairs with a ®xed internuclear distance (geminal protons and and protons on aromatic rings) ful®lled the convergence criterion. For all but two (see Figure 7 ) intra-residue backbone-backbone correlation functions, suf®cient sampling is achieved. A crankshaft motion around the peptide plane between Cys14 and Lys15 at around 4.7 ns changes torsion angles all the way to Ala16, giving rise to a drastic change in the dynamics of the inter-proton vectors within this region. This change is re¯ected in the correlation functions and in the case of 15-h-15-ha leads to insuf®cient sampling. The second proton pair, 42-h-42-ha, is also situated in a region of the protein not stabilized by secondary structure. As for the region around Lys15, two distinct conformations are occupied during the trajectory, with a transition at about 1 ns. Although the mean behaviour of the inter-proton vector is clearly dominated by the situation corresponding to the second conformation, the correlation function is still to a signi®cant extent in¯uenced by the ®rst. This gives rise to a large estimated error. In principle such situations can be handled by treating (13)) are t x 1127, t y 1393, t z 1711, hti 1355.
Dynamics and Structure Accuracy both conformers separately (Fadel et al., 1995; Fushman et al., 1994) . However, for the number of correlation functions in the present study such a manual intervention was not practical.
The situation is substantially worse for backbone-side-chain and side-chain-side-chain interactions. Out of the correlation functions describing interactions within the same residue still about 60 % are considered as converged re¯ecting the relatively small number of con®gurations possible for one side-chain. For interactions between protons on different residues the motion of the interproton vector in many cases is too complicated to be covered by the trajectory in a statistically meaningful way. Only 77.1, 40.2, 15.6 and 28.9 % are reliably estimated beyond t 10 ps, thus leaving a large fraction of the calculated correlation functions not meeting the convergence criterion.
The overall mean for t conv for converged correlation functions was 435 ps. Hence, on average the calculated correlation functions were reliable for less than one tenth of the trajectory length.
Parameters for internal motion
In general the correlation functions exhibit, as found in previous studies (Post, 1992 ; Bru È schweiler n all is the number of inter-proton vectors in the respective group. n conv is the number of correlation functions with t conv 5 10 ps. %conv is the percentage of correlation functions considered as converged. The Mean, the standard deviation s, minimum, and maximum of t conv are based only on converged correlation functions. The interactions were grouped as follows: ®xed, the distance is ®xed by the covalent geometry; bb-bb, both protons bound to the polypeptide backbone; bb-sc, one proton bound to the backbone, the other belonging to a side-chain; sc-sc, both protons belonging to a side-chain; met pairs where at least one partner belongs to a methyl group. et al., 1992), a rapid initial decay on a time-scale of %10-20 ps immediately reaching the ®nal plateau value or followed by a multi-exponential decay (Figure 8) .
Overall, the order parameters S Ä 2 derived from the trajectory vary substantially (0.66(AE0.22)). Broken down into groups in the same way as for the convergence behaviour, the highest order parameters are found when both protons are rigidly attached to the backbone (0.87(AE0.06) and 0.85(AE0.07)), re¯ecting the limited¯exibility of the backbone (Figure 9 ). If both protons are located on side-chains, the order parameters are on average substantially lower (0.54(AE0.22), 0.53(AE0.22)). Methyl groups show somewhat higher order parameters than other side-chain protons, re¯ecting their shorter average distance to the backbone (in particular for Ala residues), and that they tend to be buried in the interior of the protein.
We also analysed the order parameter in terms of residue number and restraint class (Figure 10 ). Somewhat surprisingly, the order parameter does not follow the same pattern as the RMS¯uctuation plot throughout the sequence. Thus, while the order parameter tends to be low for the¯exible residue Arg39, it is not signi®cantly reduced for residue Lys15. On the other hand, residues 18 and 19, which are part of the b-sheet, show low order parameters. Interestingly, however, there are values of S Ä 2 close to one even for residues with low average order parameter.
The analysis of effective correlation times (Figure 9(b) ) shows that the dependency on local environment is weaker than for the order parameters. For all groups the correlation times cover a wide range. While the effective correlation times are not real correlation times and do not strictly have a physical interpretation (it is determined by the area under the correlation function), it is worth remembering that order parameters and correlation times describe fundamentally different physical phenomena. The time scale of the motion is determined by the energetic barriers between conformational substates (e.g. side-chain rotamers), while the order parameters are related to the spatial extension of the motion, i.e. the shape of the energy surface.
We use only two exponential decays to approximate the correlation function. A model employing more basis functions ; Clore Dynamics and Structure Accuracy et al., 1990) might allow a more detailed description of the dynamics. However, we show below that the simplest model is entirely suf®cient for the purpose of NOE calculation.
Distance calculation from spectral densities
The MD trajectory allows us to assess the in¯u-ence of different approximations in deriving distances from the cross-relaxation rates. From the trajectory itself, we can calculate the hr À6 i À1/6 average and the arithmetic average hri of the inter-proton distance, and the cross-relaxation ratess. From the cross-relaxation rates we can determine different distances r eff,i . Our calculation of the cross-relaxation ratess made use of numerical integration of the simulated correlation functions up to t conv (see Methods). Hence, thes contain contributions from multi-exponential decay of the correlations.
We ®rst examined how much replacing the correlation functions by the two-parameter LipariSzabo model in¯uences the results. In the LipariSzabo model given in equation (5), a distance can be calculated from the cross-relaxation rates ij , the order parameter S Ä ij 2 and the correlation timest totYij and t R . This distance, r eff,1 , should be close to the hr À6 i À1/6 distance between the protons i and j:
The consistency between r eff,1 and hr À6 i À1/6 is excellent (Figure 11(a) , Table 2 ). The multi-exponential behaviour of the correlation functions, which is Figure 9 . Statistics for order parameters S Ä 2 (a) and effective correlation times (b) for different classes of inter-proton vectors. Each bar indicates the mean value, standard deviation, minimum and maximum. The classes are: bb-bb-intra/inter; bb-sc-intra/inter; sc-scintra/inter; met-intra/inter; ®xed, all; where bb stands for backbone, sc for side-chain, met for methyl group, and ®xed for distances ®xed by the covalent geometry. Figure 10 . All order parameters S Ä 2 along the sequence (grey dots) and average order parameter for each residue (black dots), for different classes of inter-proton vectors. The secondary structure is indicated by black lines in the bottom of the Figure. neglected in the simple approximation with effective correlation time and order parameter, has very little in¯uence on the derived distance. In order to determine structures, it is however more important to obtain reliable estimates for hri. The deviations between r eff, 1 and hri are much larger, with a tendency to underestimate the distance. (206 out of 1686 (ca. 14 %) distances are underestimated by more than 10 %.) In an experimental structure determination, it is also unrealistic to assume knowledge of an order parameter and effective correlation time for every NOE. We studied therefore in detail the simplest and most realistic case where we assume a rigid molecule and set S 1 for all NOEs. In this case, equation (8) reduces to:
The scatter-plot (Figure 11(d) ) shows that there are now under-and overestimations of the distance. The fact that S 2 is always smaller than 1.0 leads to a partial cancellation of the underestimation of the distance by hr À6 i À1/6¯u ctuation, since hr À6 i À1/6 is always smaller than hri. The number of under-estimated estimates for hri is reduced from 206 to 81. While there is no cancellation of effects for every single distance, the cancellation averaged over all NOEs is very good (Figure 12 ). This is also seen on a residue-by-residue level ( Figure 13 ) if one considers all NOEs, less so for medium range or long range NOEs alone. For the long range NOEs, the systematic under-estimations are found around residue Lys15 and close to Arg39 and Cys55. Large under-estimations for single distances are found all over the sequence.
Our results are in essence in agreement with previous studies (Post, 1992; Bru È schweiler et al., 1992) . Perceived differences between these studies and an earlier study (LeMaster et al., 1988) are partially r eff,1 was calculated from cross-relaxation rates with exact values for S Ä 2 and t Äe for each individual inter-proton vector; r eff, 2 with S Ä 2 1 for all vectors; r eff, 3 with S Ä 2 and t Äe set to their respective averages over all inter-proton vectors; and r eff, 4 with S Ä 2 and t Äe set to separate averages for backbone-backbone, backbone-side-chain and side-chain-side-chain vectors.
due to different emphasis given to cancellation effects and underestimation of distances by averaging. With much longer simulation times in our study, and convergence analysis for the correlation functions, we do observe cancellation of effects for the large majority of NOEs. LeMaster et al. (1988) had restricted their analysis to conformationally constrained inter-proton vectors, i.e. for vectors for which convergence could be expected.
The convergence analysis is a central point in our study. We cannot say much about NOEs from non-converged correlation functions. Slower dynamics can lead to two possible effects: broadening of peaks and therefore smaller NOEs, or dominance of hr À6 i À1/6 averaging and therefore larger NOEs. Since absence of NOEs is usually not used directly in structure calculations, the latter pose a more severe problem. In the ®rst use of the data derived here we have therefore assumed the latter (Chalaoux et al., 1998) .
Uniform corrections for internal motions
The use of information on dynamics extracted from MD trajectories has been suggested to complement experimental information (Koning et al., 1990; Abseher et al., 1995) . To account for the effects of¯uctuations in the inter-proton-vectors in a crude approximations, we replaced S Ä ij 2 andt totYij , by their means over all inter-proton vectors. There is a dramatic improvement for the estimate of hr À6 i À1/6 . Instead of 284 outliers for the rigid molecule, there are now only 90. However, the estimate of hri is not improved. While the number of overestimated distances is reduced, the number of underestimated distances increases from 81 to 178. If we apply the averages for order parameters and effective correlation times separately for backbonebackbone, backbone-side-chain and side-chainside-chain vectors, the further improvement is small for the estimate of hr À6 i À1/6 , while the number of under-estimations of hri increases further (Table 2) .
Conclusions
We have presented a detailed NMR analysis of a long MD trajectory and applied a heuristic criterion to check for convergence of the correlation functions. In spite of the length of the trajectory, only around 50 % of the correlation functions met the convergence criterion. The maximum time-scale that we could reliably extract from the correlation function was limited to less than 10 % of the trajectory length (500 ps for 5.5 ns trajectory). In spite of the application of the convergence criterion, the order parameters are on average lower than in previous studies (Bru È schweiler et al., 1992; Post, 1992, Figure 12 . Histogram of hri/r eff,2 for all cross-relaxation rates in the analysis. Figure 13 . Ratio of hri/r eff,2 for different classes of NOEs (grey dots) and the average ratio for each residue (black dots). The secondary structure is indicated by black lines in the bottom of the Figure. 1992; Abseher et al., 1995) , probably due to the signi®cantly longer simulation time.
For many NOEs, the effects of radial and angular averaging cancel. However, we ®nd that in 14 % of the NOEs the internal dynamics lead to an underestimation of the average distance by more than 10 %. This fraction might increase if, with longer simulation time, more correlation functions converge. Our results indicate that the length of the simulation may be more important than the exact treatment of solvent environment, if an implicit solvent model is used and a suitable system is chosen (i.e. a globular protein without long loops).
Our results have implications for the development of NMR structure re®nement protocols. For once, we obtained good hr À6 i À1/6 estimates with a simple overall correction with the average order parameter and effective correlation time. These corrected distances could be used in an ensemble re®nement using hr À6 i À1/6 averaging. More importantly, good estimates of the (arithmetic) average distance were obtained from most cross-relaxation rates. This suggests that for the majority of distances, tighter error bounds could be employed in a structure calculation than are usually employed in structure calculations. On the other hand, some of the distances would lie outside even these generous bounds. One possibile solution to this problem could be an ensemble re®nement technique which partitions the data into a``static'' set, for which standard distance restraints are applied, and a``dynamic'' set, which is used with hr À6 i À1/6 averaging. This could solve the most dif®cult problem with ensemble averaging techniques, over-®tting of the data (Bru È nger et al., 1993; Bonvin & Bru È nger, 1995a,b) .
Our results underline again that, in contrast to spin diffusion, it is dif®cult to imagine a correction for the effects of internal dynamics in closed analytical form. One of the primary aims of this paper was to derive and characterize a model data-set from an MD trajectory. We will use this data-set to develop and test re®nement protocols, and the data-set will be made available (http:// www.nmr.embl-heidelberg.de).
Methods
Molecular dynamics simulation
A molecular dynamics simulation of 6.6 ns was performed using X-PLOR (Bru È nger, 1992) employing the CHARMM extended atom force ®eld PARAM19 (Brooks et al., 1983) , which treats only polar hydrogen atoms explicitly. The initial set of atomic coordinates was obtained from the crystal form I structure of BPTI at 1.5 A Ê resolution (Marquart et al., 1983) as deposited in the protein data bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) . Polar hydrogen atoms were built on the crystal structure coordinates (Bru È nger & Karplus, 1988) . The structure was then minimized for 100 steps. This was followed by 50 ps of equilibration during which the C a coordinates were restrained to their initial positions (Bruccoleri & Karplus, 1986) . The velocities were reassigned to a Maxwell distribution at 300 K every 10 ps. Only sidechains that were more than 50 % solvent-accessible were treated with Langevin dynamics with a friction coef®-cient of 20 ps À1 . The interior of the protein was simulated by pure Newton dynamics without any temperature coupling. A distance-dependent dielectric constant e R was employed throughout. Charges on Lys, Arg, Glu, and Asp side-chains were scaled by a factor of 0.3. A switching function for the non-bonded energy terms was applied between 5 and 9 A Ê (Loncharich & Brooks, 1989) . The non-bonded cutoff was set to 9.5 A Ê . The non-bonded list was updated whenever an atom had moved by more than 0.25 A Ê . Bond lengths were kept rigid during the simulation by use of the SHAKE-method (Ryckaert et al., 1977) , and the integration step was 2.0 fs. Complete coordinate sets were written every 0.1 ps. After completion of the dynamics run non-polar hydrogen atoms were generated onto the respective heavy atoms for each coordinate set using the HBUILD routine in X-PLOR (Bru È nger & Karplus, 1988) .
Calculation of correlation functions and rotational diffusion
By means of the addition theorem for spherical harmonics, the expression for the correlation function for the vector between protons i and j (see. e.g. Wallach, 1967) can be written as:
where m LYij is the Cartesian unit vector in the direction of the inter-proton vector in the laboratory frame, and r ij is the distance of the two protons. The ensemble average denoted by the angled brackets in the above equation is then evaluated as a time average to obtain the correlation function C Ä (t n ) evaluated from the trajectory:
Due to the length of the simulation, overall tumbling plays a signi®cant role in the calculation of correlation functions. Rather than following standard practice and ®tting the entire trajectory to the initial frame of the trajectory, we decided to calculate a correlation function for rotational diffusion and to apply the factorization of equation (3) explicitly. The two methods are entirely equivalent; however, the calculation of a rotational correlation function simpli®es the discussion of rotational correlation times (cf. the discussion about the rotational diffusion time by Bru È schweiler et al., 1992) . In complete analogy with the correlation function for an inter-proton vector, the correlation function for rotational diffusion is written as:
where m LD is now a unit vector rigidly attached to the protein, and M is the total number of trajectory frames. A set of vectors rigidly attached to the protein can be de®ned by the x, y, z unit vectors at the end of the equilibration period (t t ref ). The time series for this set of vectors are accumulated by mass-weighted best ®ts between the backbone atoms of each coordinate set Dynamics and Structure Accuracy r(t) and the reference coordinate setr(t ref ). Characteristic times for rotational diffusion were calculated via (Ahlstro È m et al., 1989):
We can then obtain the internal correlation function C I (t) directly by exploiting the factorization of the total correlation function (equation (3)) into contributions from internal motions and overall tumbling:
Ergodic convergence of correlation functions
Throughout this study ensemble averages are approximated by time averages over discrete phase points. For the case of correlation functions the error in the estimate obtained by ®nite time averaging has been shown to be proportional to t c aT p (Zwanzig & Ailawadi, 1969) , where t c is the correlation time characterizing the correlation function, and T is the length of the averaging interval. The correlation times for the motion of different inter-proton vectors vary substantially and cannot be determined prior to the calculation of the correlation function and its error. An estimate of the error of the correlation function should give a small error for correlation times t c small compared to T, and a large error for t c large comparable to T. To estimate the statistical error, two internal correlation functions were calculated for each inter-proton vector. The ®rst evaluation was based on the full 6.6 ns simulation (C Ä I, lg (t)), the second used phase points limited to a 10 % shorter time interval (C Ä I, sh (t)). This allows estimation of the error for the internal correlation at each time point t via: The time point at which the estimated errorẽ exceeded 2.5 % was de®ned as the convergence time t conv of the correlation function, and values for t > t conv were discarded. The value for the maximally tolerated error was determined empirically, and was found to reliably exclude parts of the correlation functions that showed a marked increase after the initial decay. An increase in the correlation function (often to values larger than one) is unphysical, and entirely due to insuf®cient sampling. Correlation functions with t conv of less than 10 ps were marked as``not converged'' and excluded from further analysis. A better estimate of the error of the correlation function would be the standard deviation of each point in the correlation function. This can be readily calculated with the summation method. We compared the standard deviation and our criterion for some correlation functions and found them to be qualitatively similar. The summation method was however too slow for a calculation of all correlation functions and their standard deviations with a trajectory of several ns.
Calculation of order parameters and correlation times
Due to its limited length, the trajectory cannot cover all possible motions of the inter-proton vectors. We expect that a plateau value reached by a calculated correlation function represents an upper limit for the real value of the generalized order parameter. In general, the estimate from a trajectory of limited length could also be too low, in case there are rare motions present which are not suf®ciently sampled in the trajectory. However, correlation functions with contributions from rare motions were excluded by our convergence criterion. S Ä 2 was therefore set to the minimum of the correlation function on the converged interval [0, t conv ]. We preferred this approach to averaging over the whole correlation function (e.g. Chandrasekhar et al., 1992) , since the value of S Ä 2 is not in¯uenced by parts of the correlation function with large statistical uncertainties. An effective correlation time t e was calculated via :
Calculation of spectral densities
For evaluation of spectral densities internal correlation functions were prolonged to in®nity using the plateau value S Ä 2 :C
